
Walk My Way
Count: 32 Wall: 4 Level: Improver

Choreographer: Heather Hendershot (CAN) - June 2018
Music: Walk My Way - Brynn Cartelli

Walk R,L, Right Sailor Step, Skate L,R , L shuffle
1-2 Walk forward R and L
3&4 R Sailor- taking right foot behind the left, stepping out on the left, then out on the right
5-6 Skate forward L and R
7&8 L Shuffle- step forward on the L, drag R foot behind, and step forward again on the L
** Restart on Wall 5**

Step R, ¼ turn to L, R cross shuffle, hinge, L cross shuffle
1-2 Step forward on the R, making a ¼ turn to the L (9:00)
3&4 R Cross Shuffle- cross the R over the L, drag the L behind the R, cross the R over the L
5-6 Hinge- step back on the L, making a ¼ turn to the R, step out on the R, making another ¼

turn to the R (3:00)
7&8 L Cross Shuffle- cross the L over the R, drag the R behind the L, cross the L over the R

R point, ¼ kick, rock and recover, ¼ turn R and L hip rolls
1-2 Point the R toe out to the side, make a R ¼ turn pivot on the L foot as you kick the R foot

(6:00)
3-4 Rock back on the R, recover on the L
5-6 Step forward on the R, making a ¼ turn to the left with a large hip roll (3:00)
7-8 Large L hip roll to the L

Forward R, ½ turn to L, shuffle R, full turn, shuffle L
1-2 Step forward on the R making a half turn to the L (9:00)
3&4 Shuffle forward on the R foot
5-6 Make a full turn stepping back a half on the L and forward another half on the R
(or you can just walk forward L, R for an easier option)
7&8 Shuffle forward on the L foot

**Tag- after wall 9 facing (9:00)
1-4 Walk forward RL RL
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